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that the human psyche will allow
only so much and then calls a halt
and Dharma, brothers, is about to
that limit. What does man want of
us? This game of hide-and-seek is
growing pitifully old in the playing.

has yet to glean one cent from the
labor. She is tied up in home litigation and receives food stamps.
There have been some quiet gifts
which are cherished and treasured.
What does mankind want of his
brothers?

We would like to point out that
some of the newsletters that we
were to have “plagiarized” are finally mentioning information we
ave you weeks ago--try the
BHOENIX LETTER of Dr. Sutthe LYRE REPORT
ton
SPbT%HT
r NEW FEDERAL:
IST, RON ‘PAUL, E.I.R.--and
whatever else you ones write us
about--WHAT DO YOU WANT
FROM US? Is your planet worth
the attention? Do you of the planet
give a damn? Who do you think is
going “to do” it for you?

We are expecting the other shoe to
fall from ‘brothers in the cause”?
Again we are “charged” with plagiarism? Man tries God sorely!

Well, Oberli, we will have to have
another TV for I cannot allow you
ones to be without the non-news
from time to time.
3

15
Hopeless? I know not! I do know

We are appalled at the total lack of
mass “caring” and the total absence
of much interest in our world. I
am humbly gratefu Y to you who
take time to share with us as ou
come into information for it is rike
working here in a black shroud--in
fear of your life. Dharma is only
in receivin of some two or three
bits of in Bormation from outside
each day. We know you readers
are caring and we know that you
contact America West--but Dharma
lives in a veritable “box”.
We are accused of garnering great
wealth from this work--where do
such stories get begun? Dharma
has written, what now?, 28-30
books in .the last, 18 months and
I

How many of ou are up on current events? r-Iow many of you
know your geography, religions,
sciences, science fiction, social and
political formats, just to list a few?
How many of you know that this
very day, Russians are in the
Umted States ac uiring YOUR
money to upgrade 91eir oil roduction? Further question No. %: How
manv of vou know that Russia is
,
How many of you realize there is
near panic on the Japanese stock
exchange and in their higher economic circles due to exnected dron
in exports

BE IT!
WE GET INOUIRIES
I am here with hundreds of
tions for personal information.
I
am a Commander of a craft--I give
you thousands of pages of information against which you can become discerning. I strike not out
at you for inquiring for it gives
measure of receiving, but I must
ask patience for my scribe is debilitated from the load.

For instance, I have many inquiries
regarding the factual merit of
writings--two stand
:?r?‘H?% b YS OF ENOCH and
su posed to be DIR&g.
COMMUNI 8 ATIONS
GOD AND SUPPLANT
THE
OLD BIBLE. THESE WERE TO
HAVE BEEN DIRECTLY CHANNELED IN THESE LATTER
DAYS--HOW DO YOU JUDGE
THEM? NO. 1:

*Therefore God would
not have utilized the term in any
manner prior to that time and
would certainly not have utilized it
even for your better understanding
in the ancient time of a new world.
$~bl;;l~gnegstig;s

p;qF

g

GOD AND THE CREATION as
handed down in total simplicity
and stop the haggling about who
begat who and where, how, when
and why. Someone begat you and
you are in trouble.
The word “oahspe” means “the
all”, the sum--spirit, earth and sky
as defined. Seems to leave out a
great deal to me and in the projection of information in those thousand pages plus many pages of extra index--you might well define
the word to be pronounced and acce ted as “chaos”. Is there valid
in Pormation within those pages?
Indeed, as with all things--there is
always much truth but the discerning becomes almost instant.
How is the word “satan” utilized?
Do they, and if so, how do they
utilize the term Jew? What about
the term “Yiddish”? Look to terminology and usage of terms which
were only created within the past
For intwo centuries at best.
stance, when Lucifer was tossed
out of “Heaven” on his ear by
Lord Michael, he was called
“adversary’‘--meaning satanic in
“mis”-behavior. This was a term
applied to the whole band of hooligans.

CLOSER TO “HOME”
Now, I believe it is “wet noodle”
time and postponement of solo
fli ht trial for you birds of this
tri %e.
Let us assume that there were onl
1000 planets in our galaxy whit 51
“might” have life forms----look at
the Milky Way and laugh at that
stupidity; none-the-less, let us consider for the example, only 1000.
Let us say that each planet has
1000 persons so now we are up to
1,000,000. In addition, within the
ethereal places, let us assume another 1,000,000 (there are actually
billions upon billions) and now I
ask you--do you know Gyeorgos
Saint Thomeras? Funny thing--you
expect me to--right out of the blue
sky., you expect me to know that
which is in the mind of every energy--anywhere, age, b’date, phone
number and economic circumstance!
As in the note in front of me at this
moment: “The guy from Ontario
will be here Fri. 4:OO”. What
Which Ontario?
490
gu?
A. x4 ./P.M.? Here? Where? With
the whole of the CIA and Pentagon
out to kill Dharma, this is all the
information I am given? I am a
fleet Commander and this is unacceptable.
I must ask for a whole dossier *on
EVERY ONE enter in e or mr;;;f
through--right
to t%
maiden name. If the bank can require it, might I ask as much?
What do you know of this person?
Any erson? Who sent word to
this a welling? What is expected?
What is requested? Does anyone
know--or care?
Am I, Hatonn,
supposed to do something about
this unknown
person,
Oberli,
Dharma? Is this the same person
we prepared for over a week past?
I have a feeling this person is not
nearly as secretive as are my associates?
Everyone on your place, with the
exce tion of a mere piddling handful t&s at least two names. Some
ha;e eight or ten. Would you, if
you knew you might be slain on
sight, hop on over and visit with
“Joe”? How about “Jane”?
You ones must pay attention. Our
very thrust is privacy and security

and yet, ou ones tell all and expect naug ii t in return--I doubt it is
only that you like the sound of
our own opinion so greatly. Oh,
P see, but some get to write and
some don’t and some this and some
that. Yes, rightly so. However, I
shall at this time mention some
unmentionables--Thomas writes for
Thomas is in training to write of
Thomas/Esu at a future time--if we
make it that far. Dru writes for
her counterpart has to o on public
sta es and present 8 od’s words
an8 Commandments and writing
them insures knowledge thereof
beyond that which can be arnered
by that already written an f merely
studied. We can neither handle the
additional load of material in this
roup nor is it time in sequence to
Koad more on our readers--they are
not keeping up as is. It is simply
not suitable for ones who carry
great responsibility in the publishmg company to turn away and
spend time simply writing more
volumes of information which will
be out of sequence.
Always respond to the “call”
do not turn from your accepted
responsibility to do that which is
out of sequence. As with Dru, if
ou take that which is given and
2:reak it down in erception, write
it and study it, tii en you become
roficient and worthy of sharing in
and truth--not just
finowledge
opinion of a quick run-through.
Those ones who go forth onto the
stages for presentation must have
backup and time to study and become knowledgeable and that reuires time of which, as with Dru,
% e Masters had to ask her to sit
and write, for the time of stud is
so limited. An ignorant mout H is
our greatest enemy.
THE WORK PLACE
A few mistakes will destroy the
ver foundation which we have
lai (Yforth for assistance to our people. A flapping mouth gives away
the security and privacy which is
the ultimate key to shelter. You
are under sfirveillance at all times
and all must be kept in perfection
and remember that Oberli has two
hundred things going on--AND HE
CANNOT MAKE ERRORS.
Today, no matter what business
you are in, even if it be voluntary

services as with Oberli, there are at
least two or three federal a encies
such as OSHA, EPA, SE E IRS,
BATF, AND A DOZEN MdRE at
state, federal and local levels--at
you and upon you and spying--just
waiting one error and it is hanging
time.
The cost in extra paperwork, extra
employees, time, money, and total
aggravation of adhering to this
myriad of regulations is driving
tens of thousands of small to
medium-sized U.S. businesses out
of business. Why would anyone in
their ri ht mind volunteer their
tim&r$*this kind of harassment?
For God, and not anyone lesser I
can well assure you--and for God
means for brothers, and the job is
eatin all of us alive. The predators Hurk like vultures in the wings
just waiting for the perfect “shot”.
It is set up so that only the Elite
companies can afford enough accountants and lawyers for survival
in the bureaucratic onslaught.
Furthermore, your government is
now criminalizing everything, giving out heavy fines and jail sentences to you-the-public for they
want to destroy you. This means
that offenses which were once
mere civil problems are now
criminal offenses. For example,
an
a
a
a
a
1
o 1 86,
_
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and
Perhaps this would give
you a notion as to just why the
Administration wants to double
U.S. prison capacity? It is not for
traditional criminals such as murderers, drug dealers, bank robbers,
and rapists, but for middle-class
Americans who fall victim to the
new rash of socialist laws and regulations .
Crises of one sort or another (real
or manufactured) are a great excuse for quantum jumps in socialistic legislation and government
controls. Those planning the New
World Order speak continually of

and on and on. CRISES PROVIDE THE RATIONALE FOR

The rimary
issue with which the soci apists are
planning to socialize America in
the 1990’s and move vou into a
world overnment is n;mber one:
THE B NVIRONMENTAL
CRITHE
GREENING
OF
SIS;
AMERICA AND THE WORLD.
This thrust is because billions of
dollars can be made by the Elite
while the masses move along in a
stupor “saving your environment”.
This is wh the oil fires are not
extinguish k( in Kuwait--wasting
billions and billions of dollars,
when a few fuel/air detonations
would snuff them out and allow simultaneous clearing of the air.
The air particulate would simply
incinerate and lack of oxygen
would snuff the flames.
EVEN THE SOVIETS

Violations of the Clean Air Act can
result in a

a

d

Boy, you have a dastardly group of
bandwagoneers.
In January of
1990, Mikhail Gorbachev addressed the “Global Forum of
Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders on Human Survival” (oh barf!)
The distinguished
in Moscow.
“Nobel Peace Prize winner” told
the visiting delegates:

and
and
a

.
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Then “Gorb ” proposed a symbol
for the wor Pd-wide environmental
crusade--a GREEN CROSS, green
ribbons, etc., and let’s see, the
supporters of Chief Gates in L.A.
olice brutality case are wearing
lilue ribbons and the war supporters are wearing yellow--what will
you wear for God, brothers?
OK, let’s look at this “beast system
of Revelation
13, globalism” .
Let’s see what your Don Bell
wrote in late 1989:

h

o
d

He wrote:

a

”

FSULTS?
An agreement flowed forth from
these nations to accept the binding
jurisdiction of the World Court
(Supernatural?) under “a large
number of international treaties ‘.
The U.S. State Department and the
Administration
enthusiastically
signed on and signed away a large
measure
of
(non-Supernatural)
U.S. sovereignty!

a

Numbers one and two are non-existent and number three has been
deliberate1 perpetrated--just as at
least half x e oil-well fires were set
with napalm cannisters, by the
U.S. in Kuwait--with full cooperation of the Coalition partners.
So you now push forth substituting
green for red--that is, you now
push socialism labeled as environmentalism as the new priority
to gain total control of the population and lands into the Elite’s control.
Then it gets more ridiculous:
magazine nominated earth as the
Planet of
(1988).
magazine declared 1988 as “The
year the earth spoke back”. Then
Gorbachev made a blather before
the U.N. to top them all:

”
Then not to be outdone, in March
of 1988, twenty-four nations met at
the World Court at the Hague and
called for a:

Meanwhile the “Greens” are organizing and increasing their power
all over Euro e in addition to the
good old U. sp.A. and parts West.
In 1989, the Ecolo ist Party
(Greens) won over eigfl teen hundred tit council seats across Europe. Himilar Green parties virtually dominated the domestic political scene in West Germany and
Sweden.
Over 2 million voters
opted for the Green Party in England in 1989. Does the world need
cleanin up? rOf Course! However, %0 you actually think the
very ones who destroyed it will do
much in the cleaning up thereof?
Now here we go: The environmental parties are pushing dissolution
of NATO, the sup ort for immediate and uncon f itional nuclear
disarmament, the abolishment of
private banking (environmental?),

ph

”
The environmental crisis is the vehicle upon which the New Age
movement, the New World Order,
and the communists plan to socialize Europe and America, and to
move the world to global government before the close of this
decade.

The Administration, congressional
liberals, and radical environmentalists have pushed the most horrendous environmentalist bills ever
through both houses of Con ress.
The current cost of the 1978 and
1977 Clean Air laws is over $31
billion dollars per year, which is at
least three times higher than anywhere else in the world, and the
Bush Clean Air Act will cost
American business between $50
billion and $100 billion dollars per
ear which will amount to over a
?iRILLION dollars for the decade-and that is just for minimums. It
will drive millions of jobs to other
countries where conditions and
costs are more sensible--ENHANC-

and

yes, indeed, these are “planks” in
the party structure.
These nice socialist issues are going great guns in America now,
many under the guise of envirormrenta.lism.
Even your Elite
Zbigniew Brzenzinski, has ublicl
stated in
that

Vol.
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The Clean Air Act re uires as
many as one hundred fiB y thousand American businesses, from
heavy manufacturing to small print
shops, to secure specific EPA permits for every one of more than
one hundred ninety-one “air pollutants” if they emit more than two
and a half to seven pounds per
hour. Who will monitor and mea#8 & 9

sure these emissions--the business,
the EPA bureaucrats? In addition,
every time a company changes any
part of its process affecting any
one of the permitted substances,
even if that modification produces
less toxicity, new permits are required. Every new

your

nice Big Brother is now
what were formerly
mere civil violations of governmental regulations.)
Is it any
wonder Dharma wants to just go
hide under the bed--sure1 these
ones don’t want to start x
jects we must have in orie!‘?o
make this passage.
The act requires production of
vehicles usin
alternative fuels
(ethanol or eKectricity--which the
government and Elite will never
allow to happen) and drastically
limits hydrocarbon and nitrogen
oxide emissions, reatl increasing
production costs fwhit g will never
The highly
happen, either).
flammable fuel will turn minor car
wrecks into flaming torches, if
nothing else. Methanol, another
mandated fuel, is highly toxic and
can be expected to be a contributing factor in anywhere from hundreds to thousands of poisoning
deaths a year, while doing absolutely nothing for emissions on
later model cars. Well, this will
only cost ou driving Americans
about $20 i: illion more a year for
the privilege.
The Clean Air Act sets about phasing out chlorofluorocarbons used
in refrigeration, air-conditioning,
foam insulation,
solvents,
fire
extinguishers, aerosol cans, and in
the cleaning of electronic equipment. These little CFC’s are used
by at least five thousand companies, in equipment worth around
$135 Billion, to produce $28 billion in goods or services annually.
American business and industry
will lose tens of billions of dollars
annual1 from the phase-out of
chloro Buorocarbons
and
many
companies will simply be forced to
close. At least you as a nation

have a nice quiet, clean and regulated place to starve to death--if
you aren’t shot first for this tale
gets far more miserable.
Under this act, alone, tens of billions of dollars will be spent each
year to cure
rain, in s ite of
the fact that an official Federal
government study on acid rain by
the National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Program reported that
relatively few U.S. lakes and
streams were acidified and damage
to crops, forests, and human health
were negligible. Do I believe the
report? No., but then I don’t believe an mg “they” tell you.
2
$700,000
a
do
Now for the “greenhouse effect”-that is total bunk and a real ‘nother
one of the “great and empty crises”
cited by the environmentalists.
The Earth, good buddies, is aktus
ally in a cooling situation.
Clean Air Act will cost you tens of
billions to lower atmospheric carbon dioxide *levels which they
claim are the cause of global
warming, in spite of the fact that
industrially
generated
carbon
dioxide is a ver very minor part
of total global c!6/2 levels (i.e. 18
billion tons out of 759
of CO/2 entering the atmosphere
each year).
This
is a
very dangerous and false crisis
manufactured by the socialists to
socialize America under another label. Is the pollution problem serious? Oh indeed, indeed--perilous-but not in the areas given you as
the critical points for the Masters
of Destruction will continue right
on with the real destruction and
make trillions of dollars off you
people in this new adventure.
You are going to literally close
places like Toledo., St.Louis, DePhiladelphia,
Baltimore,
troit,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Chicago,
etc. What “they” have given you
as a charade to solve the problems
will actually strangle the U.S. on
the altar of ecological environmental madness at a time when deression will wipe you away at
1 est.
a
5
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Dharma, daylight is coming now
so let us have a break. I must insist that you vacate this lace today--at least you and 0 1 erli. I
cannot stress enough--it is very serious indeed, that which is being
thrust against you and we have no
ability to neutralize it all without
cooperation on your parts. Or, we
can put ou to bed and into sleep
but we i ave to clear these electronic assaults.
I am greatly distressed that you
ones fail to consider this journey
and task as serious in circumstance. You treat this like another
“New Age Groupie Lark”. I remind you--we are bringing Truth
and the adversary
wants it
STOPPED! I object to having to
repeat m self regarding this matter.
I 6 ANNOT have ersonal
meetings until we bring J: is dangerous tour* you ones travel, under control.
There is too much
chatter, picking, and tending of
each other’s business.
No one
would intentionally effort to destroy anyone or the work--or
?
?v ,
WELL, I

DO AND I DO NOT LIKE THAT
WHICH IS GOING ON. I must
ask that things be handled in a far
more diligent “business” manner.
The only way iven to the public
to reach me, ti?rough Dharma, is
through America West and therefore, I need names, laces, communications, etc. I Rave not the
time nor inclination to continually
be at the fragments, i.e. trying to
respond to nameless inquiries and
statements that say, “You know my
situation, what can I do?” I know
not our situation for it is none of
m Business and I have no right to
asE that you do anything so,
lease, as you inquire, we are ever
Rumbl grateful but WE MUST
KNO x: THAT WHICH YOU
CAN DO AND ARE WILLING
TO DO. NEVER WOULD I INTERFERE WITH THAT WHICH
IS ONLY YOUR CHOICE TO
MAKE.
BY THE WAY, YOU HAVE
SOME 175 BILLION HABITABLE PLANETS
IN YOUR
GALAXY--GO LOOK AGAIN AT
THE MILKY WAY.
REMEMBER THAT EVEN PLEIADES IS
SOME 500
LIGHT
YEARS
FROM YOUR PLANET.
YOU
MUST COME OUT OF YOUR
NARROW
TUNNELS
AND
LOOK AROUND IF YOU PLAN
TO PLAY WITH THE KIDS OF
THE UNIVERSE. SALU.
Hatonn to clear. When we sit to
pen again, we shall (hopefully)
take up with a discussion of your
“HATE CRIME BILL”.
Ah,
could ou just pass a bill requiring
LOVE! Sam.
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working here in a black shroud--in
fear of your life. Dharma is only
in receivin of some two or three
bits of in Pormation from outside
each day. We know you readers
are caring and we know that you
contact America West--but Dharma
lives in a veritable “box”.
3

We are expecting the other shoe to
fall from ‘brothers in the cause”?
Again we are “char ed” with plagiarism? Man tries 8 od sorely!
15

Hopeless? I know not! I do know
that the human psyche will allow
onl so much and then calls a halt
ancy Dharma, brothers, is about to
that limit. What does man want of
us? This game of hide-and-seek is
growing prtifully old in the playmg.
We would like to point out that
some of the newsletters that we
were to have “plagiarized” are finally mentioning information we
gave you weeks ago--try the
PHOENIX LETTER of Dr. Sutton tr
the LYKE REPORT
SPbTLlGHT
NEW FEDERAL:
IST, RON ‘PAUL, E.I.R.--and
whatever else ou ones write us
about--WHAT b 0 YOU WANT
FROM US? Is your planet worth
the attention? Do you of the planet
give a damn? Who do ou think is
going “to do” it for you.4;
Well, Oberli, we will have to have
another TV for I cannot allow you
ones to be without the non-news
from time to time.

.
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We are accused of garnering great
wealth from this work--where do
such stories get begun? Dharma
has written, what now?, 28-30
books in the last 18 months and
has yet to glean one cent from the
labor. She is tied up in home litiation and receives food stamps.
#l ere have been some quiet gifts
which are cherished and treasured.
What does mankind want of his
brothers?

How many of ou are up on current events? ii ow many of you
know your geography, religions,
sciences, science fiction, social and
political formats, just to list a few?
How many of you know that this
very day, Russians are in the
Umted States acquiring YOUR
money to upgrade their oil production? Further question No.2: How
many of ou know that Russia is

How many of you realize there is
near panic on the Japanese stock
exchange and in their higher economic zircles due to expe:ted drop
in exports

BE IT!
WE GET INOUIRIES
I am here with hundreds of petitions for personal information.
I
am a Commander of a craft--I give
you thousands of pages of information against which you can become discerning. I strike not out
at you for inquiring for it gives
measure of receiving, but I must
ask patience for my scribe is debilitated from the load.

We are appalled at the total lack of
mass “caring” and the total absence
of much interest in our world. I
am humbly gratefu Y to you who
For instance, I have many inquiries
take time to share with us as ou
regarding the factual merit of
come into information for it is 1ike
.
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man writings--two stand
Ki YS OF ENOCH, and
1200

be DIRECT
COMMUNICATIONS
FROM
GOD AND SUPPLANT THE
OLD BIBLE. THESE WERE TO
HAVE BEEN DIRECTLY CHANNELED IN THESE LATTER
DAYS--HOW DO YOU JUDGE
THEM?
1:

Therefore God would
not have utrlrzed the term in any
manner prior to that time and
would certainly not have utilized it
even for your better understanding
in the ancient time of a new world.

handed down in total simplicity
and stop the haggling about who
begat who and where, how, when
and why. Someone begat you and
you are in trouble.
The word “oahspe” means “the
all”, the sum--spirit, earth and sky
as defined. Seems to leave out a
great deal to me and in the projection of information in those thousand pages plus many pages of extra index--you might well define
the word to be pronounced and acce ted as “chaos”. Is there valid
in Pormation within those pages?
Indeed, as with all things--there is
always much truth but the discerning becomes almost instant.
How is the word “Satan” utilized?
Do they, and if so, how do they
utilize the term Jew? What about
the term “Yiddish”? Look to terminology and usage of terms which
were only created within the past
For intwo centuries at best.
stance, when Lucifer was tossed
out of “Heaven” on his ear by
Lord Michael, he was called
“adversary’‘--meaning satanic in
“mis”-behavior. This was a term
applied to the whole band of hooligans.

CLOSER TO “HOME”
Now, I believe it is “wet noodle”
time and postponement of solo
fli ht trial for you birds of this
tri %e.
Let us assume that there were onl
1000 planets in our galaxy whit K
“might” have life forms----look at
the Milky Way and laugh at that
stupidity; none-the-less, let us consider for the example, only 1000.
Let us say that each planet has
1000 persons so now we are up to
l,OOO,fKKl. In addition, within the
ethereal places, let us assume another l,OfKl,OOO(there are actually
billions upon billions) and now I
ask you--do you know Gyeorgos
Saint Thomeras? Funny thing--you
expect me to--right out of the blue
sky., you expect me to know that
which is in the mind of every energy--anywhere, age, b’date, phone
number and economic circumstance!
As in the note in front of me at this
moment: “The guy from Ontario
will be here Fri. 4:OO”. What
Which Ontario?
490
5% ./P.M.? Here? Where? With
the whole of the CIA and Pentagon
out to kill Dharma, this is all the
information I am given? I am a
fleet Commander and this is unacceptable.
I must ask for a whole dossier on
EVERY ONE enterin e or m\s$f
through--right
to t%
maiden name. If the bank can require it, might I ask as much?
What do you know of this person?
Any person? Who sent word to
this dwelling? What is expected?
What is requested? Does anyone
know--or care? Am I, Hatonn,
supposed to do something about
this unknown
person,
Oberli,
Dharma? Is this the same person
we prepared for over a week past?
I have a feeling this person is not
nearly as secretive as are my associates?
Everyone on your place, with the
exception of a mere piddling handful, has at least two names. Some
have eight or ten. Would you, if
you knew you might be slain on
sight, hop on over and visit with
“Joe”? How about “Jane”?
You ones must pay .attention.
I
7
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ver thrust is privacy and security
m 2 yet, ou ones tell all and expect naug iflt in return--I doubt it is
only that you like the sound of
our own opinion so greatly. Oh,
Y see, but some get to write and
some don’t and some this and some
that. Yes, rightly so. However, I
shall at this time mention some
unmentionables--Thomas writes for
Thomas is in training to write of
Thomas/Esu at a future time--if we
make it that far. Dru writes for
her counterpart has to go on public
stages and present God’s words
and Commandments and writing
them insures knowledge thereof
beyond that which can be arnered
by that already written an % merely
studied. We can neither handle the
additional load of material in this
roup nor is it time in sequence to
foad more on our readers--they are
not keeping up as is. It is simply
not suitable for ones who carry
great responsibility in the publishmg company to turn away and
spend time simply writing more
volumes of information which will
be out of sequence.
Always respond to the “call” but
do not turn from your acce ted
responsibility to do that whit is
out of sequence. As with Dru, if
ou take that which is given and
i:reak it down in erception, write
it and study it, tRen you become
roficient and worthy of sharing in
in owledge
and truth--not just
o inion of a quick run-through.
l-i ose ones who go forth onto the
stages for presentation must have
backup and time to study and become knowledgeable and that requires time of which, as with Dru,
the Masters had to ask her to sit
and write, for the time of stud is
so limited. An ignorant mou x is
our greatest enemy.
THE WORK PLACE
A few mistakes will destroy the
ver foundation which we have
lai cr forth for assistance to our people. A flapping mouth gives away
the security and privacy which is
the ultimate ‘key to shelter. You
are under surveillance at all times
and all must be kept in perfection
and remember that Oberh has two
hundred things going on--AND HE
CANNOT MAKE ERRORS.
Today,
&

no matter what business

’ you are in, even if it be voluntary
services as with Oberli, there are at
least two or three federal a encies
such as OSHA, EPA, SE 8 IRS
BATF, AND A DOZEN M&E ai
state, federal and local levels--at
you and upon you and spying--just
waiting one error and it 1s hanging
time.
The cost in extra paperwork, extra
employees, time, money, and total
aggravation of adhering to this
myriad of regulations is driving
tens of thousands of small to
medium-sized U.S. businesses out
of business. Why would anyone in
their right mind volunteer their
time for this kind of harassment?
For God, and not anyone lesser I
can well assure you--and for God
means for brothers, and the job is
eatin all of us alive. The predators t:urk like vultures in the wings
just waiting for the perfect “shot”.
It is set up so that only the Elite
companies can afford enough accountants and lawyers for survival
in the bureaucratic onslaught.
Furthermore, your government is
now criminalizin everything, giving out heavy Bmes and jar1 sentences to you-the-public for they
want to destroy you. This means
that offenses which were once
mere civil problems are now
criminal offenses. For example,
an
a
a
a
a
8
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o 1986,
a $500.000

a
o

and

Perhaps this would give
you a notion as to just why the
Administration wants to double
U.S. prison capacity? It is not for
traditional criminals such as murderers, drug dealers, bank robbers,
and rapists, but for middle-class
Americans who fall victim to the
new rash of socialist laws and regulations .
Crises of one sort or another (real
or manufactured) are a great excuse for quantum jumps in socialistic legislation and government
controls. Those planning the New
World Order speak continually of

and on and on. CRISES PROVIDE THE RATIONALE FOR

”
Then “Gorb ” proposed a symbol
for the wor Kd-wide environmental
crusade--a GREEN CROSS, green
ribbons, etc., and let’s see, the
su porters of Chief Gates in L. A.
oPice brutality case are wearing
Rlue ribbons and the war supporters are wearing yellow--what will
you wear for God, brothers?
OK, let’s look at this “beast system
of Revelation
13, globalism”.
Let’s see what your Don Bell
wrote in late 1989:

The rimary
issue with which the soci J ists are
planning to socialize America in
the 1990’s and move you into a
world government is number one:
THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CRISIS;
THE
GREENING
OF
AMERICA AND THE WORLD.
This thrust is because billions of
dollars can be made by the Elite
while the masses move along in a
stupor “saving your environment”.
This is wh the oil fires are not
extinguish et! in Kuwait--wasting
billions and billions of dollars,
when a few fuel/air detonations
would snuff them out and allow simultaneous clearing of the air.
The air particulate would simply
incinerate and lack of oxygen
would snuff the flames.

1
h

EVEN THE SOVIETS
Violations of the Clean Air Act can
result in a

a

d

Boy, you have a dastardly group of
bandwagoneers.
In January of
1990, M&hail Gorbachev
addressed the “Global Forum of
Spiritual and Parliamentary Leaders on Human Survival” (oh barf!)
in Moscow.
The distinguished
“Nobel Peace Prize winner” told
the visiting delegates:

and
and
.
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He wrote:

a

”

RESULTS?
An agreement flowed forth from
these nations to accept the binding
jurisdiction of the World Court
(Supernatural?) under “a large
number of international treaties”.
The U.S. State Department and the
Administration
enthusiastically
signed on and signed away a large
measure
of
(non-Supernatural)
U.S. sovereignty!
_

a

Numbers one and two are non-existent and number three has been
deliberate1 perpetrated--just as at
least half x e oil-well fires were set
with napalm cannisters, by the
U.S. in Kuwait--with full cooperation of the Coalition partners.
So you now push forth substituting
green for red--that is, you now
push socialism labeled as environmentalism as the new priority
to gain total control of the population and lands into the Elite’s control .

Meanwhile the “Greens” are organizing and increasing their power
all over Europe in addition to the
good old U.S.A. and parts West.
In 1989, the Ecolo ist Party
(Greens) won over eigi teen hundred tit council seats across Euro e. Himilar Green parties virtual y dominated the domestic politi;allFne
m West Germany and
. Over 2 mdlion voters
opted for the Green Party in England in 1989. Does the world need
cleanin up? 6f Course! However, %0 you actually think the
very ones who destroyed it will do
much in the cleaning up thereof!
Now here we go: The environmental parties are pushing dissolution
of NATO, the support for immediate and unconditional
nuclear
disarmament, the abolishment of
private banking (environmental?),

Then it gets more ridiculous:
magazine nominated earth as the
Planet of
(1988).
magazine declared 1988 as “The
year the earth spoke back”. Then
Gorbachev made a blather before
the U.N. to top them all:

The environmental crisis is the vehicle upon which the New Age
movement, the New World Order,
and the communists plan to socialize Europe and America, and to
move the world to global government before the close of this
decade.

The Administration, congressional
liberals, and radical environmentalists have pushed the most horrendous environmentalist bills ever
through both houses of Congress.
The current cost of the 1970 and
1977 Clean Air laws is over $31
billion dollars per year, which is at
least three times higher than anywhere else in the world, and the
Bush Clean Air Act will cost
American business between $50
billion and $100 billion dollars per
ear which will amount to over a
!IRILLION dollars for the decade-and that is just for minimums. It
will drive millions of jobs to other
countries where conditibns and
costs are more sensible--ENHANC-

and

party structure.
”
Then not to be outdone, in March
of 1988, twenty-four nations met at
the World Court at the Hague and
called for a:

These nice socialist issues are going great guns in America now,
many under the guise of environmentalism.
Even your Elite
Zbigniew Brzenzinski has ublicl
stated in
that

The Clean Air Act re uires as
many as one, hundred fiR y thousand American businesses, from
heavy manufacturing to small print
shops, to secure specific EPA permits for every one of more than
one hundred ninety-one “air pollutants” if they emit more than two
and a half to seven pounds per
hour. Who will monitor and mea-

sure these emissions--the business,
the EPA bureaucrats? In addition,
every time a company changes any
part of its process affecting any
one of the permitted substances,
even if that modification produces
less toxicity, new permits are required. Every new

your

nice Big Brother is now
what were formerly
mere civil violations of governmental re lations.)
Is it any
wonder D 8-’
arma wants to just go
hide under the bed--sure1 these
ones don’t want to start x
jects we must have in ord”ezo
make this passage.
The act requires production of
vehicles usin
alternative fuels
(ethanol or ef e&city--which
the
government and Elite will never
allow to happen) and drastically
limits hydrocarbon and nitrogen
oxide emissions, reatl increasing
production costs fwhit K will never
The highly
happen, either).
flammable fuel will turn minor car
wrecks into flaming torches, if
nothing else.
Methanol, another
mandated fuel, is highly toxic and
can be expected to be a contributing factor in anywhere from hundreds to thousands of poisoning
deaths a year, while doing absolutely nothing for emissions on
later model cars. Well, this will
only cost ou driving Americans
about $20 4Iillion more a year for
the privilege.
The Clean Air Act sets about phasing out chlorofluorocarbons used
in refrigeration, air-conditioning,
foam insulation,
solvents,
fire
extinguishers, aerosol cans, and in
the cleaning of electronic equipment. These little CFC’s are used
by at least five thousand companies, in equipment worth around
$135 Billion, to produce $28 billion in goods or services annually.
American business and industry
will lose tens of billions of dollars
annual1 from the phase-out of
chloro fruorocarbons
and
many
;zo~nuries will simply be forced to
. At least you as a nation

have a nice quiet, clean and regulated place to starve to death--if
you aren’t shot first for this tale
gets far more miserable.

and
and
and

Under this act, alone, tens of billions of dollars will be spent each
year to cure
rain, in s ite of
the fact that an official :!ederal
government study on acid rain by
the National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Program reported that
relatively few U.S. lakes and
streams were acidified and damage
to crops, forests, and human health
were negligible. Do I believe the
report? No., but then I don’t believe an thing “they” tell you.

and

o
and
do

$700,000
a
do
Now for the “greenhouse effect”-that is total bunk and a real ‘nother
one of the “great and empty crises”
cited by the environmentalists.
The Earth, good buddies, is actually in a cooling situation.
This
Clean Air Act will cost you tens of
billions to lower atmospheric carbon dioxide “levels which they
claim are the cause of global
warming, in spite of the fact that
industrially
generated
carbon
dioxide is a ver very minor part
of total global E 62 levels (i.e. 18
billion tons out of 759
of CO/2 entering the atmosphere
each year).
This
is a
very dangerous and false crisis
manufactured by the socialists to
socialize America under another label. Is the ollution problem serious? Oh in c!eed, indeed--perilous-but not in the areas given you as
the critical points for the Masters
of Destruction will continue right
on with the real destruction and
make trillions of dollars off you
people in this new adventure.
You are going to literally close
places like Toledo? St.Louis, DePhiladelphia,
troit,
Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Chicago,
etc. What “they” have given you
as a charade to solve the problems
will actually strangle the U.S. on
the altar of ecological environmental madness at a time when deression will wipe you away at
Rest.
a
10
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Dharma, daylight is coming now
so let us have a break. I must insist that you vacate this lace today--at least you and 0 i erli.
I
cannot stress enough--it is very serious indeed, that which is being
thrust against you and we have no
ability to neutralize it all without
cooperation on your par-6. Or, we
can put ou to bed and into sleep
but we Kave to clear these elecL
tronic assaults.
I am greatly distressed that you
ones fail to consider this journey
and task as serious in circumstance. You treat this like another
“New Age Groupie Lark”. I remind you--we are bringing Truth
and the adversary
wants it
STOPPED! I object to having to
repeat myself regarding this matI CANNOT have ersonal
ter.
meetings until we bring tl is dangerous cour4e you ones travel, unThere is too much
der control.
chatter, picking, and tendNi:g,;l
each other’s business.
would intentionally effort to destroy anyone or the work--or
?
,
WELL, I
#8 &

DO AND I DO NOT LIKE THAT
WHICH IS GOING ON. I must
ask that things be handled in a far
more diligent “business” manner.
The only way iven to the public
to reach me, titrough Dharma, is
through America West and therefore, I need names, laces, communications, etc. I Rave not the
time nor inclination to continually
be at the fragments, i.e. trying to
respond to nameless inquiries and
statements that say, “You know my
situation, what can I do?” I know
not our situation for it is none of
m iTi
usiness and I have no right to
as% that you do anything so,
please, as you inquire, we are ever
humbly grateful but WE MUST
KNOW THAT WHICH YOU
CAN DO AND ARE WILLING
TO DO. NEVER WOULD I INTERFERE WITH THAT WHICH
IS ONLY YOUR CHOICE TO
MAKE.
BY THE WAY, YOU HAVE
SOME 175 BILLION HABITABLE PLANETS
IN YOUR
GALAXY--GO LOOK AGAIN AT
THE MILKY WAY.
REMEMBER THAT EVEN PLEIADES IS
SOME 500 LIGHT
YEARS
FROM YOUR PLANET.
YOU
MUST COME OUT OF YOUR
NARROW
TUNNELS
AND
LOOK AROUND IF YOU PLAN
TO PLAY WITH THE KIDS OF
THE UNIVERSE. SALU.
Hatonn to clear. When we sit to
pen again, we shall (hopefully)
take up w1t.h a discussion of your
“HATE CRIME BILL”.
Ah.
could ou just pass a bill requiring
LOV IT. Sam.
3123191

TODAY’S WATCH
Hatonn present and I believe that
we have checked out everything
which might “blow up” on you.
For you readers, there is no
“private joke” but everything
Dharma “turns on” or “plugs in’
has a very nast habit of “blowing
out” circuits. x ctually, our generous adversaries set up electronic
thrusters through the computers,
the TV’s and appliances such as
answering machines, etc. So when
Dharma sits to work, etc., the
systems surge and often we have to
counter the beams and “blow out”

the machinery. It is always most
difficult to come forth in the
morning and begin work. Others
leave us to our work in the morning and there have been times we
have spent quite a lot of time in
communion efforting
to get the heart started after a pulse
beam has arrested it. It is a most
frightening experience and it can
be two or three hours before another “human” discovers that there
is a problem.
The attacks have been regular and
constant since the incident with
some 30 people, following your
Thanksgiving time. It is quite unnerving to have CIA helicopters in
the living room window and have
your television “blow out” as you
turn it on at 4:00 in the mornmg.
Brothers, be careful for there is incredibly sophisticated surveillance
and “take out” technolog available
to your enemies. It is Peasible for
your adversary to kill you dead is
mere split seconds and the result is
cardiac arrest and no visible evidence of foul-play.
Kee your
shields up and secure. We Rave to
keep Dharma in an electronic plasmic shield all the time now, and
still she is often incapacitated.
There is constant tampering and
replacing of the equipment at the
wire poles and electronic beams refocused constantly. Persons visiting the dwelling location usually
are conscious of a whole symphony
of changing tones as we monitor
and counter. Do not be fooled by
the idiots who occasionally ap ear
publicly, as members of the 8 IA,
etc., and have done some stupid
things like break into Watergate.
The teams for the most part are
inter-trained with and by the
Mossad and the KGB and are expert and incredibl good at that
which they do. 4h ere are some
pulse systems that cannot be neutralized except through higher frequency light beams out of your
range of hearing or visualizing so
don’t play with the enemy on your
own.

are a “better tool for their work”
than for that of “Truth”. Ponder it
most carefully.
The big “UFO
MOUTHS” are still alive because
they give disinformation
and
confusion. You can, in fact, often
tell the focus and truth of presentations by whether or not a speaker
remains m good health with no impact from “Big Brothers”.
You
can also tell the MINUTE they hit
upon Truth and become dangerous,
but by that time, many of the valid
ones who have come into whole
knowledge will have also learned
to seek protection from HIGHER
SOURCE.
There is nothing MYSTICAL NOR
MAGICAL about the protection
system--it is a pulse frequency
which interrupts the bombarding
frequencies focused on a given individual. They are easy to monitor
from great distances. It usually requires a “build-up” of thrust, much
like radiation which builds to a
certain “level” before becoming
lethal. This can be in instant overdose or over a period of time.
With pulse systems, however,
when the frequency is interrupted,
there is usually rapid recovery.
These beamed pulses are most frequently extremely low in frequency
and if ou have an isolated target-ARE !JET SPECIFICALLY FOR
THE INTENDED TARGET. This
is what makes them so deadly for
an individual for the “thruster’ can
be carried in a chip called a microdot and will usually not interfere with other than the target.
This makes them dastardly to isolate but by the same token, they
are rather short lived at this time.
I am telling you readers this for
two reasons, I am reminding
Dharma and ones nearby--to give
attention and do not act m foolishness--and, iving
P*

ELSEWHERE TODAY
,
If you think you are so sophistiMark it down as it comes forth,
cated that you need no hi her help
America. General Powell has now
in protection--think again.7 If you
made “a first public statement” that
do not ask for protection, then I
promise you unequivocally--you
“our troops will have to be present
in the Middle East
are not under attack for take-out.
It is
That, in turn, means that you are
called the “gradual poisoning prono threat to their “cause” and you
I
L.
11
x
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cess” whereby you give the dose in
small amounts until the lethal limit
is reached--or, the old “boiled frog
from the warm kettle” method.
Sleep on, America, while they kill
you dead.

Firstly, dealing with “Universes”-we have only your representations
of “language” with which to work
and if you mislabel a “thing”, we
have to work with the terminolo y.
We are presenting our work in Bnglish and have no intent of comparing every language on your
planet lest we never make it past
the first word. You as people of
Earth are onl
aware of ONE
“thing” you c 9 1 universe. There
are actually universes above universes, below and along side into
infinity. Even God is not as ou
anticipate and the one of the i! reative realms which may serve as
“God of Earth”, for instance, may
well not be THE majestic ONENESS of THE CREATION overall. As knowledge is inflowing,
you will find that you are allowing
selves to be limited by perceptions
given unto you by those even more
limited persons before you. I ha;;
covered this most thorough1
THE PLEIADES CONNEC 1yION
VOL. I and if we can ever make it
back to Vol II, we will work with
it again in depth, for it deals with
light and frequencies, no space-no
time continuum. You see, If all be
illusion (which it is) then there are
only perceptions and God-thought
at best and interpretation at least.

-RESPONSE
I have a letter here which is duly
worthy of response and I will utrlize it to make a more worthy point
than to simply answer the inquiry.
Please keep in mind that we have a
massive, massive task at hand and
that I am a Fleet Commander.
I
am limited in my functions and am
terribly restricted by the time
limitations of the humans who do
the physical functioning. Dharma
simply cannOt respond to the myriads of queries. These people in
point, have written a most interestin letter of inquiry and DEMA lt D response--or, the inference
is that they “will not believe in this
truth”. You are told to question
and demand truth--THAT DOES
NOT MEAN THAT DHARMA
MUST RESPOND! I, further, ask
right up front that you not be offended by my blunt response for I
shall answer the questions but the
facts are that they have been thoroughly answered and repeated one
to three times in the Journals and
in the Expresses.
Please do not
ask questions which are already answered in such great depth for the
barra e of letters asking for LESS
REP lf TITION is greater, indeed.
There is so much material to cover
that I have to ask that those things
which are actually moot issues be
held for a bit in order that we
cover them in the intended material
not yet offered, and/or, already
covered--the world is in critical
circumstance and whether Immanuel is spelled Jmmanuel, Emmanuel, Eimanual or Esu, is of no
merit--the Master Christos will answer to any label--IF THE ADDRESS IS MADE TO HIS BEING
IN SOUL INTENT FOR REACHING THE MASTER.
GOD
HONORS SOUL EXPRESSION
AND VERY LITTLE MOUTH
WORKINGS.

”

d

J=(J)

As for “Jesus”. I have also covered the “no J’s” most carefully in
prior writings and will spare the
readership repetition; however, I
will repeat that “Jesus” was not
name
was
Emmanuel’s
nor
“Jahsua” . Jesus was a label picked
up in Greece by Apostle Paul long
after Emmanuel moved from the
region. Jahsua is simply a repronounciation of Jesus and is also erroneous in total context.
Never
would I refer to “Yahweh” for it is
also a rendition of a term which
has been given “Jew” connotations
of a most negative aspect of Father
God. I have given long explanation of why we refer to the labels
which we do utilize and I ask that
you ones stop looking for curlycues on script and look for overall
truth of content of message. You
will learn wickly enough to pick
up the clues as must be presented
by the adversary but if you fail to
come into the content of truth in
concept, you won’t need the lesser
lessons.

h

Dharma, I apologize but I must ask
you to copy the letter lest my response make no sense what-so-ever
to the readers.

If you are keeping up with recent

.
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writings ou will realize that the
very wor CT“JEW” was not a part of
reference in any manner nor in an
written language until the 18x
Centur
(A.D.) and therefore,
KNO d --JESUS BY ANY LABEL
WAS N_oT A “JEW”! This person
under point was of JUDEAN birth.
ISRAEL was not a ” lace”-“israel” meant “chosen of B od”.

change of our destiny if you so
choose. d hat you choose to call
“God:‘, be it Wakan Tanka,
Standing Buffalo, Yahwah, Aton
or Phooey is none of my business.
If you honor Phooey in thine heart
as the Ho1 of God-ness, HE
SHALL RlTSPOND AS GOD
W’+VzNAND WITHIN THE CRE-

is Pleiadian spelling
and pronunciation of Immanuel
(and get read --most of Earth Man
comes from %leiades ancestry so it
becomes most important that you
begin to latch onto the similarities
of “human“ brotherhood.
Again,
the “J” is non-existent but is pronounced softly as you would utilize
the “J” in Spanish “Juan”. We are
caused to utilize that which gives
“meaning” to a statement and there
are not always words in all languages which express specific ideas
and sounds.

Please, you who wrote this letter
and others who have written with
IDENTICAL inquiries, do not feel
either embarrassed nor intimidated
if my response appears abrupt for
it is not given in such manner. I
am most grateful to you who write
and share for it is a great help to
ALL. Just please understand our
limitations and the mammoth task
at hand and be patient with our
inabilities to repeat and repeat that
which has already been given
forth. We realize the expense involved in gathering all of the Journals, not to even mention the time
required for careful study of each,
or for that matter, the simply
“reading” of all. Therefore, I do
urge you to demand that your local
libraries get the material in several
co ies thereof, r for the Journals
wiP1 be becoming more and more
in demand with each passing day.
Places that do carry the Journals
and Ex resses for “lending” are
constant Py without copies available.
If you CAN afford to purchase
them and/or additional copies-thank you for assistin the Publisher and writers for tfie are expending some 20 to 50, ocsb dollars
every month to get this information
out and the burden is incredible.

We utilize the term for the One
God, ATON, the “Central Sun”,
the “All”, etc., because this is the
first RECOGNIZED label in the
civilization after the passing of
Lemuria and Atlantis, Pan, etc. It
was Egyptian and many of you are
serving again, who served at the
time of presentation again, of the
conce t of ONE GOD. Much has
been Ristorically written and some
is excellent. I cannot take time to
write the ancient history of your
planet lest your present structure
not endure long enough to have
need of it. Let us return the planet
Shan (Earth) into balance and harmony and then we shall have great
and wondrous brotherhood as we
share the knowledge of the Universes and the planet Earth. Right
now, you of Shan are ready to annihilate the very planet itself with
all life forms thereon. That is unacceptable to the brotherhood in
the cosmos and unto the One God
of Earth’s creation.
My task, and that of my brothers
and receivers upon your Shan
place, is to bring Truth and unfoldment for our people that you
can see and h ow that which IS.
That is the promise of God and my
focus is not on convincing any to
believe that which we bring, even
though that gives us great and
wondrous joy, but our mission is
to set Truth forth that you might

That is, however, not the thrust
and we beg copying, sharing--any
way to get the news about and
among the people in great haste-we can pick up the inquiries as to
detail out there somewhere.
If,
however, the people do not come
into the overall truth of your
plight--you are basically an endangered species headed for extinction
on Planet Earth. Already, to regain freedom in America, much
less the “world”, is all but be ond
the regaining.
We can spe ai of
nitty-gritty in the slowness of a
winter afternoon after you return to
“freedom” but there won’t be the
possibility if you do not take some
action for there will be no freedom
of speech or the written word.
*
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Let me shock you--ones who pen
for Truth, as even with these Journals--they are removed from public
shelves, they are destroyed and
they are banned for press b the
maJor publishing houses-- 7yHAT
FRIENDS. IS WHAT HAS BECOME OF YOUR FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
YOU
CAN HAVE OBSCENE PORNOGRAPHY ON EXHIBIT IN
PUBLIC
GALLERIES,
PAID
FOR BY YOU AS A TAXPAYER--AND THIS MATERIAL
FROM
GOD
AND
SPACE
BROTHERHOOD
THE
RIDHOSTS.
IS BANN%
ICULED AND PRONOUNCED
LIES; PUBLIC MEDIA-SHOWS
TAKE WHOLE PROGRAMS TO
DENOUNCE
THIS
TRUTH,
ETC.--SO WHAT THINK YE OF
ITS VALUE? ONE DOES NOT
BOTHER, DEAR ONES, TO
CONTINUE TO KICK A DEAD
DOG OR FLOG A DEAD ASS.
LOOK
ABOUT
YOU
FOR
CONFIRMATION
WHICH
IS
NOW POURING OVER YOUR
WORLD LIKE A TIDAL WAVE
AND WE SHALL PICK UP THE
FRAGMENTS
GREEMENT
AS OFTO “?!%:
GUAGE”
LATER,
IF YOU
WILL.
I thank you most humbly for your
correspondence and as we move
along with the Journals, for within
the Expresses is too limited to subject and space (already we are publishing a quarter’s worth in quantity in less than a third that time
and it is too much for adequate
study and/or expenditure)!
We
don’t, however, know what else to
do for the material must continue
to reach you timely and it covers
such a myriad of subject matter
that we sim ly do not know what
else to do ag out it. By and large
we keep the publishing to the limit
of Dharma’s ability to write for if
ONE person can write the material, then we feel the people as individuals can find time to read that
same quantity and cover it pretty
well. That means, however, that
we have to ask ones who start late
in the recognition of the Journals
do homework and pick up the back
issues for there is an incredible
amount of information on a lot of
varying subjects and I know of no
way to digest it for you--for we

have already digested it and still it
renders you buried under a delu e
of information.
We shall simpf
continue as best we can. Th allI
you.

THE HATE CRIMES BILL: The
U.S. Congress has passed and
President Bush si ned a “Hate
Crimes Bill” whit Ii requires the
Justice Department to collect and
ublish data on crimes motivated
i y prejudice against a race, religion, ethnic grou ,
Push es through by the
ay/homosexual lobby,
iEI$iY
8 ay and Lesbian Task
Force, this law authorizes federal
and state authorities to collect data
on so-called hate crimes and to
formulate laws or regulations to
prosecute perpetrators of same.
‘Hate crimes” 1s then defined as an
assault, intimidation, or harassment
against a minority or homosexual
grou

The oint being, brothers, is that
any 6 RIME against ANYONE is
what should be focused herein for
it matters not whether the recipient
of a bullet or a beatin is heterosexual or homosexu af--it is the
bullet or the beating which is the
point.
You see, the law itself
could be interpreted in one of your
“Injustice” courts to be that if a
“homosexual” beats a “heter-osexual” then it is perfectly alright-legally and, somehow, morally. It
is somehow now criminal to cast
opinion against, sa , a Black man
but it is perfectly Pme for the same
Black man to castigate a White
man.
As it was pointed out, a person
will be guilt of a “hate crime” for
simply spe ai ing out publicly, or
having negative thoughts against,
say, a “Jew”, a Black, A Mexican,
a lesbian,
a homosexual
or
sodomite, or their political movements. Helms went on to. say:

.
Herein and along the same lines,
supposing that a citizen looked at
the facts presented in literature and
announced a conclusion that, sa ,

a
.
Your Senator Helms argued against
such a “bill” for you cannot legislate morality or kindness nor lovingness. Laws then, can become
bindings which can be interpreted
and reinterpreted and finally hang
an entire nation on the basis of a
“thing” never included in the
original “law” and negates in point
the very “thing” originally set out
to correct.
As Jesse Helms entered into the
8,
194:

slimy puke and threats (which certainly bashed her sensitivity) to
throw “every fucking legal thing in
the books at ou!” Wh ? Because
she writes 1yruth whit 41 disagrees
with his presentations. But is this
not “bashing”? Or, is it only those
who speak out in behalf of Truth,
freedom,
the Constitution
and
rights of citizens who are allowed
to “be bashed”?
Is it not
“minorit ” “bashing” to literally
shoot ri x es with nice live bullets-at Dharma? She certainly seems to
constitute a “minority” by definition. Or would ou consider that
the laws of the i and are actuallv
quite sufficient for protections--IF
THE JUSTICE SYSTEM ACTED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
CONSTITUTION
AND
THE
LAWS THEREOF?
That allows
Mr. Cooper to say anything he
wishes about Dharma and it is
none of her business and, at any
circumstance known to citizens,

“--that person (citizen) would literally be
guilty of a “hate crime”.
Mr. Helms concluded:
no
Helms went on to point out the
h
K
”
and

..

If this is i?aZthec
I would most surely pronounce that
Dharma and those writing for the
Space Command are a minority
grou and the ones who object to
our Piterature should be hanged or
at the least suffer incarceratron in
prison for the remainder of their
natural lives. Since we now establish unilaterally that Dharma is a
“minority”, then we re uest that
William Cooper be fin ei and incarcerated and pay damage by
cause of defamation and insulting
“bashing” by referring to her as a
14
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Other supporters of this Hate
Crimes Act are rather interesting:
Anti Defamation
League
and
World Zionist Organization, World
“Jewish” League, American Bar
Association (could it mean just
tons and tons of new business?),
National Council of Churches (oh
pain and agony), National Education Association (who also teach
the techniques of proper homosexual sex acts to the school children),
League of Women Voters, National Organization of Women,
National Lawyers Guild, Presbyterian Church
U.S.A.,
United
Church
of
Christ,
United
Methodist
Church,
Unitarian
Church, and all of the gay/lesbian
organizations.
Now, homosexual inclusion in the
Civil Rights Act means employers,
churches, clubs, etc., will have to
accept or emplo gays

whether the have AIDS
or not. Would you Kave ten percent of all emplo ee 001s infected
with deadly smal Ypox.r: Remember,
that “bashing” or not, AIDS is
lethal and is now PROVEN to be
spread through airborne transmission just like a nice little cold in
the nose. Well, it matters not that
which you think about it if it is included as intended--for discrimination against those groups would
become a
offence.
However, the broader implications
of this Hate Crimes Act are really
ominous. Free speech in your nation is already in grave, grave danger. This legislation will be used
against conservatives and Christians over the next few years as
they speak out against groups who
threaten the very way of life and
freedoms of your nation, and will
be used to sentence, jail, or otherwise destroy the opponents of any
social deviation in the country-without recourse. Subsequent legislation will undoubtedly criminalize such “hate crimes” so that, one
day in the very near future, a conservative or simply one who
“disagrees” could be jailed for
speaking out against the Trilateral
Commission, the Council on Foreign Relations, the State Department, or various leftist roups--all
are minority groups anf after all,

“minorities are in need of your
protection at all costs, including
your very existence”.
You may not have to worr about
1 e the
little bills and “acts” 11
above, however, for the full intent
is to remove your existing Constitution and replace it with the New
Constitution under the One World
Government and all will become
moot as to freedoms, etc.
Let us take a bit of an example.
Let us say, you are “Mr. Doe” and
ou live a bit of a stressed out
i ifestyle and ou simply do not
wish to run x e risk of acquiring
AIDS virus. Let us say you even
like the homosexual concept--well,
sir, it won’t matter what you
“prefer” or do not prefer--you will
work beside the homosexual--who
may well have AIDS. Now, however, does this ive equal rr hts to
the heterosexu a! who has d IDS-no, it singles out for special privilege--the homosexual!
!$$~~ad”a~~o;;~d
f;fFf;f
force such a thing?” Easy--they
lan to remover all our weapons
I!or protection of seYf. The are
now trainin
our police wi 31 use
of Soviet K IB and Mossad special
forces to ENFORCE
FEiE
THEY
LAWS
AS
ABOUT--AND--TAKE
AWAY
YOUR DEFENSE WEAPONS.
YOU WILL HAVE NO RECOURSE BUT TO OBEY OR
PERISH.
AMERICA’S GUN CONTROL
J UC;FERNAUT
Let us hear from LENIN:

(the
class). ”

middle

d,

”
(SO FAR! IT IS NOW TWO
CENTURIES LATER!)
How about James Madison,

l7re

And how about the words, in
1990, to a female student from
Beijing, Red China, describing her
parent s last words to her--:

ha
$
AND, FROM THE COMMUNIST
RULES OF REVOLUTION:

So you see, the disarming of
Americans is essential to ,converting the U.S. to a socialist America
and merging it into a global
Every communist
overnment.
feader from Lenin to Gorbachev to
Gus Hall, chairman of the Communist Party, U.S.A., has reiterated that an important part of
communist strategy is:
l)..Arming the right people (i.e.,
the criminals, the terrorists, the
revolutionaries,
the ,, communists).

and., from Noah Webster,
2). .Disarming the revolutionaries
or nationalists who might meet
violence with violence in any
attempted communist takeover.

1787:

1,

Communists,
socialists, bureaucrats, and criminals have no desire
to be shot--they prefer to deal with
an unarmed citizenry which is

helpless to resist any and all whims
of the Elite. What is equally important is that both the communists
and the criminal element have long
proven that they can and will obtain firearms, no matter what the
government
restrictions
to the
contrary may be. So the theor of
taking arms away from crimin a7s is
laughable at best.
The communists have taken over
nation after nation when the number of communists in that country
numbered less than three percent of
the po ulation.
How could this
happen.Q Because the were the
ones with the guns. It iJiappened in
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, China,
the Balkans and so many other
countries I shall not list them.
F;;;
reFz;rCiil thiim;rp;fnda;
Africi.
It is happening today in
the Natal Province and black townships of South Africa--where the
revolutionary “comrades” have the
guns, made in the Soviet Union,
and the those of the non-Elite
Christian
and
anti-communist
blacks remain unarmed by edict of
South Africa’s white liberal government. This is why word comes
out of slashings and stabbings-they have no other weapons with
which to defend themselves. This
same scenario is bein played out
in the Philip ines, in tfie mountains
of Peru, anf in El Salvador where
the communist revolutionaries have
the guns and the people do not. It
is now ha pening in a United Europe as fflousands of well-armed
Spetsnaz commandos and KGB
with Mossad forces are pouring
into Western Europe at this very
minute.
Most of you loving and sleeping
Americans are still not capable of
understanding that the communists
abroad and at home, aided and
abetted by liberals,
Zionists,
socialist politicians and the controlled media are working overtime
to disarm the American people.
media disinformatron,
Through
they have confused the people and
the issues. Many people still think
that gun ownership has primarily
to do with tar et shooting, squirrel
hunting, mate fi competition, going
after game., or collecting.
These
are recreational uses, and are relatively unimportant.

Since we have already had the
computer eat a portion of this
writmg, Dharma, and it grows too
lengthy in segment, let us close it
here and we will take up with this
same subiect as sit again to write.
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We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West giving us
permission to network and we will
connect you with others.

For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information about our
overnment and the Constitution to
ifielp in preserving our freedoms.
The kit is available to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID wnh RAPE OF
‘TIE!ICONSTITUTION
book in-

Sipapu Odysse
And They C a!led His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o P The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
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The Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
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Write for Quantity Discount.
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your Local Distributor.
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America West Distributors, P.O.
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As it was done to our Forefathers
in Kin George’s time it is also
being d one now--“. . . whenever
any form of government becomes
destructive . . . it is the RIGHT
OF THE PEOPLE to alter or
abolish it . . . He has, obstructed
the Administration of Justice, by
refusing his Assent to Laws for
establishing Judiciary powers . .
made judges dependent on his Will
alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment
of their salaries . . . erected a multitude of New Officers and sent
hither swarms of Officers to harass
our people, and eat out their substance . . . “. . . has combined
with others to subject us to a Jurisdiction FOREIGN TO OUR CONSTITUTION, and unacknowledged
by our Laws; giving his Assent to
their ACTS OF PRETENDED
LEGISLA-TION. ”

